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Abstract
Nonprofit Connection is a new 501 (c)(3) nonprofit organization, serving as a volunteer
hub, linking nonprofit ideas, organizations, and resources, located in Santa Cruz County.
Nonprofit Connection supports collaboration, organizational success, and aims to assist as a
liaison in the process of delivering services to people in need. The problem with a newly
established non-profit organization is the nonexistence of structure. This project addresses the
problem by providing written volunteer procedures regarding the required duties of each
volunteer position, yearly evaluation forms to determine the quality of work, and NPC policies
on ethics, professional conduct, and legal guidelines that require the volunteer’s signature to
assure comprehension of their expected performance. This project had five implementation
phases, 1) Reading three other Policy and Procedure Manuals, 2) Interviewing other non-profit
Executive Directors, 3) Researching, creating, and gathering necessary legal documents, 4)
Getting approval from the Executive Board of Directors (BOD), and most importantly, 5)
Implementing First-day Volunteer Training which includes: reading the Policy and Procedures
Manual and acquiring mandatory signatures on all necessary documents to serve as proof of
recognition and comprehension. The outcome of this Policy and Procedure Manual will be to
add structure and a guide to help volunteers stay focused on the mission, vision, and values of
Nonprofit Connection, Santa Cruz County. For legality purposes the BOD should check on the
legality of the Policy and Procedures Manual approximately every three years to see, if
necessary, changes should be made.
Keywords: Policy, procedure, nonprofit, volunteer, and Santa Cruz County
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Agency & Communities Served
Nonprofit Connection (NPC) is a virtual, all-volunteer non-profit organization serving as
a hub to connect people, ideas, and resources while supporting collaboration and organizational
success across all nonprofit sectors of Santa Cruz County. The sectors currently being served are:
Governmental agencies, like, the City of Santa Cruz, the County of Santa Cruz, and even the
University California Santa Cruz (UCSC), the Arts sector such as, Colligan Theater and the
Museum of Arts and History (MAU), the Culture sector, such as Black Surf Santa Cruz ,
Humanities for example Pajaro Valley Shelter Service, Education, Charitable Organizations such
as Catholic Charities , and Professional and Healthcare agencies like Kaiser Permanente.
(Holman) NPC provides services such as a website and monthly newsletters, one for a calendar
of local non-profit events and training, and a celebration of local non-profits and people who
make a difference. The second newsletter is a job board of local jobs, internships, and volunteer
opportunities and resources. (Nonprofit Connection (NPC) Santa Cruz County).

Problem Model Background and Literature Review
Problem Statement
The problem with the absence of a P& P in a nonprofit organization (NPO) is, the
employees and volunteers don't have a strong commitment to the organization, because they
don't understand the purpose of the agency and what it is hoping to accomplish, nor do they
know where to turn for help. (Neideck, 2018)
There are always policies and procedures whether they are written or not. They are just
not reviewed and updated when they are not written down. Therefore, volunteers and employees
start to create their own agendas and prioritize what they deem to be important. (Fritz, 2022).
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Contributing Factors
Lack of Established Guidelines
When clear written instruction is missing in any organization it is a recipe for
miscommunication, misaligned expectation, and even disaster. For example, the recent COVID
19 Pandemic forced the nation to work remotely, and a lot of agencies were not prepared
financially. They had no financial back up plan nor did they have any policies or procedures
created for this type of emergency. This lack of structure contributed to the permanent closure of
some nonprofit organizations according to a study done by the Center for Disease Philanthropy.
In addition, a study done by Brosix, shared 16% of employees claimed it was difficult to
collaborate effectively and efficiently with their teams while working online during the
COVID-19 pandemic (2022) because they had no established guidelines.
No Clear Guidance on NPO Priorities
Nonexistence of written policy and procedure also contribute to a lack in accountability
and motivation because there is no goal to focus on. Without a policy and procedures manual,
employees are left to their own devices, and they define what quality work is; they also define
what the company deems as important. (Fritz, 2022).
In surveys with hundreds of subject matter, experts, managers at banks, and credit unions:
63% reported that they spend at least one-third of their day answering repetitive questions from
front-line employees that are otherwise answered in the policies and procedures manual. (Ross,
2022) This wasted time due to having no written policy or procedures to focus on could be used
generating funds from individual donors, getting state or government grants, selling products, or
offering services to enhance the NPO’s purpose.
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Consequences
High Turnover
According to Jennifer Herrity, a seasoned career services professional for Indeed, high
turnover is a side effect of “poor company culture.” Company culture encompasses the values of
an organization and usually these values are stored in a P&P manual. If there is no P&P there are
no formal written policies, there is nothing stable to show the importance of compassion and
community, and there is nothing solid or tangible to demonstrate good behaviors and
communication, leading to high turnover. (9 causes of high employee turnover and how to
prevent it)
Loss of Tax-Exempt Status
A 501(c)(3) is given a tax exemption status because it promised to fulfill a charitable
mission and purpose. (Birken Law Office – law firm serving nonprofits organizations, and
Foundations – Birken Law) A Policy and Procedures manual clearly defines the NPO’s Mission
and Vision Statement, so employees are reminded daily of the exempt activities it promised in its
IRS application. When a nonprofit strays from their scope and purpose, the IRS can nullify the
tax exemption altogether or reclassify the organization as a private entity. (Jonathan Layton,
2022) Meaning, the absence of a policy and procedures manual with a clearly stated mission
could result in the loss of tax-exempt status and cause the nonprofit to fail and close completely.
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Project Description
Working Title:
Project Description
This project consists of a newly authored P & P for a new NPO. The components of this
P&P are daily procedures of the BOD. The manual also includes all necessary and legal 501(c)
(3) policies issued by the State of California.
The structure from this P&P evolved from researching best practices in existing NPO’s,
interviewing other ED’s and asking how they run their NPO’s, adopting unofficial policies
already being used by other NPO’s, developing new policies, implementing new procedures,
reading P&P’s that belong to existing and successful NPO’s, and lastly, receiving a final approval
for the P & P from NPC’s BOD.
Project Justification
NPC is creating a P&P that also addresses and provides solutions to some of the social
problems that stem from remote work. NPC will include a procedure in the P&P Manual
communicating the importance of “Team Bonding”, and provide training on “ Healthy
Boundaries”, and “Self-Care' '. The ED Rose Filicetti plans to bring this idea to the October
2022, to the BOD Meeting so it can be voted upon and possibly implemented. A 2019 report
from Eisenstein Eisenstein shares that it is important to store a P&P online so The BOD can have
easy access to it when communicating the purpose of the organization and its policies and
programs. This proposed project meets practice standards because it gives all the BOD a chance
to communicate with their Committee Chairs, and the Committee Chairs in turn can speak with
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the different committee members. (The NPC chain of command is explained in the new P&P
Manual and there is also an image of the Organizational Chart provided.)
Benefits
The top benefits of having a P&P Manual are value and clarity. The P&P Manual offers
value to quality of work and a clear explanation of the volunteer, Board of Directors, and work
duties for every position available in the organization. This P&P manual describes the history of
the organization, its mission, and its vision. The NPC P&P Manual also provides a copy of all
legal documents required to run and operate as a 501 (c) (3) organization in the State of
California (CA) so the NPO can legally build and strengthen relationships among local
nonprofits, existing networks, and other organizations to improve the overall health and
well-being of all Santa Cruz County residents.
Implementation Process
The structure from this P&P evolved from researching best practices in existing NPO’s,
interviewing other ED’s and asking how they run their NPO’s, adopting unofficial policies
already being used by other NPO’s, developing new policies, implementing new procedures,
reading P&P’s that belong to existing and successful NPO’s, and lastly, receiving a final approval
for the P & P from NPC’s BOD.

Assessment Plan & Expected Outcomes
I will assess the plan for my project’s effectiveness by submitting a draft of the new
Policy and Procedures Manual (P&P Manual) to the Executive Director of Nonprofit Connection
(NPC) and ten members of the Board of Directors (BOD) for their review and suggested edits on
October 28, 2022.
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The measurable outcome will be revealed through a quorum at the BOD meeting (half
plus one) of the current members of the Board of Directors plus one, being six members of the
NPC BOD.

(What) Examples
of Project Type

Policy and
Procedures Manual

(Why)
Purpose of the
Project

To add value to work
quality, a sense of
direction for the
NPO, and legal
ground for the
volunteers and BOD
to stand on if any
type of foul play
should occur

(How)
Implantation
Methods

● Research
best
practices,
what
worked for
other
nonprofits,
and laws for
volunteer
nonprofits
● Adopted
unofficial
policies
already
being used
by NPC
● Developed
new policies
and
implement
new
procedures
● Collaborate
d with other
ED’s of
NPO’s and
asked to
read their
P&P

Example of
Outcome
Measures: How
will you know if
your project
was successful?
Who will you
ask to find out?

Examples of Assessment
Methods: How will you
collect evidence of the
project's success?

● Through
volunteer
retention
● Expansio
n of
programs
● NPC will
continue
to be an
fully
functioni
ng 501(
C) (3)
and
provide
communi
ty
resources
and
services

● The assessment
method will be
measured through
the scores on the
Annual Volunteer
Evaluations Form.
(From one to five.
Five being
outstanding and
one being
inadequate quality
work.)
● The Chair of the
BOD will assess
all the BOD
members annually
except for
themselves
● The BOD will
annually evaluate
the Chair,the
Executive
Director, and the
volunteers on the
committees.
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manuals
● Got BOD
approval on
the new
policies and
procedures

Project ResultsThe outcome of the P&P is, NPC now has legal protection against possible foul play that
could take place during NPC volunteer time. In addition NPC volunteers and the BOD also
have protection against possible foul play. In addition, the volunteers now have a clear
understanding of the NPC mission and what is expected of them while they are volunteering.
This Capstone project was approved by the Executive Board of Directors (EBOD) with
the expectation that the EBOD members would not have to come up with training for
volunteers sporadically, and that all policies and procedures would be authored, approved by
the BOD, and implemented in the Policy and Procedures Manual on the first day of new
volunteering after the P&P was approved. It was also expected that volunteers would sign
every procedure in the new P&P as proof of comprehension of all policies and procedures.

This project's success was measured by EBOD approval. A unanimous vote by the BOD
was made and the P&P was approved, 5 Executive BOD members voted yes, and there are five
people on the EBOD.

To date, the manual has been given to one new volunteer. The P&P manual proved
successful because every policy in the Appendix of the P & P was signed and the volunteer so far
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has had no questions regarding her volunteer expectations after reading the newly authored
policies.

Conclusion & Recommendations

In conclusion, the contributing factors have both been identified ( Lack of Structure and
No Goals to Focus on) and addressed through the implementation of procedures. There is a
step-by-step description for every volunteer position in the new P&P that clearly communicates
NPC expectations. There is also an Organizational Chart located in the P&P if a volunteer has
questions. Volunteers are welcome to follow the Chain of Commands and ask questions
whenever needed.

It is recommended that this P & P be updated approximately every three years to ensure
the policies and procedures are still legal and to ensure NPC is promoting best current practices.
It is also a recommendation for a future intern to add an “Employee Manual” as a section to the
now existing P&P for the protection of NPC and its future employees. This can be accomplished
in a different manner. For example: The “Employee Manual” can have videos as a visual aid
opposed to solely online reading material. This is an opportunity for NPC to introduce and honor
diverse learning styles.
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Appendix A
Project Implementation Plan
Activities

Deliverables

Timeline/Deadlines

Supporting Staff

Read four different P&P
manuals to gain clarity of
Summary of research I
what content is needed and
collected from the data.
legal for a new 501 (c ) (3)
NPO.

August 24, 2022

Rose Filicetti

Interview with Keisha
Browder, Chief Executive
Officer of United Way,
Santa Cruz County.
regarding the necessary
legal documentation
needed for a new NPO and
P&P manual.

Gather all current
policies NPC currently
has and put them in the
new P&P manual .
Also, collected all the
legal 501 ( c )(3)
documents, Bylaws,
Articles of
Incorporation and
placed them into the
P&P.

August 31, 2022

Rose Filicetti

Meet with Rose Filicetti to
proofread pages 1-31 of
the new P&P manual.

Make necessary and
requested edits to the
P&P manual.

September 7, 2022

Rose Filicetti
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Meet with Rose Filicetti to
proofread pages 32-63 of
the new P&P manual

Make necessary and
requested edits to the
P&P manual.

September 14, 2022

Meet with Rose Filicetti to
proofread pages 64 -93 of
the new P&P manual.

Make necessary and
requested edits to the
P&P manual.

September 21, 2022

Rose Filicetti

Make necessary and
requested edits to the
P&P manual.

September 28, 2022

Rose Filicetti

Present the P&P with
new material and new
policies to the BOD

October 5,2022

Rose Filicetti

Meet with Rose Filicetti to
proofread pages 94-125 of
the new P&P manual.
(The manual will be
approximately 125 pages
long after reviewing the
four other manuals.)

Put the finishing touches
on the P&P, get the P&P
manual completed in
full,and submit to the BOD
for review.

Rose Filicetti
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Meet with Rose Filicetti to
go over the final touch
requested by the BOD and
collaborate on solutions
for the final necessary
changes that need to be
made to the P&P

Make all necessary and
requested changes
given by the BOD

October 12,2022

Rose Filicetti

Meet with Rose Filicetti
and the BOD for an
Executive Board Meeting.

Resubmit the P&P to
the Rose Filicetti and
the Executive Board of
Directors for final
approval from the
BOD.

October 19,2022

Rose Filicetti

